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Subscriptions
These were due in January, so please
get your payment to Sue Fitzpatrick if
you have not yet done so.  The rates
are:

Single member £15.00
Family membership  £20.00

Sue’s address:

Dr Sue Fitzpatrick
7 Wyndham Park
Wyndham Road
Salisbury
Wiltshire SP1 3BA

Phone and email below -

Website
Tim Kaye and Tom Finnie have
developed an attractive new website
which should be fully stocked with
news, photos, information and
downloads by the time this newsletter
reaches you.

Like the previous website, it can be
found at www.wiltsbotsoc.co.uk.

The Future of
“Wiltshire Botany”
- the Wiltshire Botanical
Society’s Journal

No articles have been received for the
journal for at least a year, which has
cast doubt on its future.  Our
committee discussed this on 30th

January and came up with a scheme
to allow the aims of the journal to be
reached in ways other than by regular
production of a printed publication.

Firstly, there are three regular
features:

● Summary of new 10 km records
for a year.

● Activities and highlights for a
year in vascular plant and
bryophyte recording.

● “Wiltshire Botany Elsewhere” -
items on Wiltshire botany in
other journals, etc.

These items will now appear in our
Newsletter from time to time.

The rest of the journal, and its most
distinctive feature, has been devoted
to articles of a specialized or
scientific nature.  Any such articles
received from now on will be put on
to our website and therefore be
available immediately.  When
sufficient articles have accumulated,
they will be combined into a new
issue of the Journal for publication.

John Presland
You can download this newsletter (and other recent newsletters) in
colour from www.wiltsbotsoc.co.uk

Wiltshire Botanical Society Committee
Richard Aisbitt Chair, Newsletter, Co-Recorder 01793 694680 richard@theaisbitts.co.uk
Anne Appleyard  01980 610 385 anneappleyard@tiscali.co.uk
Jane Brown Joint Meetings Secretary 07804 857938 janeluke87@googlemail.com
Martin Buckland  01380 698395 m.l.buckland@talk21.com
Paul Darby Joint Meetings Secretary 07919 810458 pauljohndarby45@yahoo.co.uk
Dr Sue Fitzpatrick Treasurer 01722 410807 susan@fitzpatrick7.plus.com
Sonia Heywood Minutes Secretary 01380 830478 soniaheywood@btinternet.com
Tim Kaye Web Site, Wiltshire Wildlife Trust 01249 656284 timdankaye@hotmail.com
Sharon Pilkington BSBI Recorder for Wiltshire 01373 827074 sharon.pilkington1@btinternet.com
John Presland Editor, Wiltshire Botany 01225 865125 johnpresland2@tiscali.co.uk
Alison Robinson Secretary 01793 731947 robinsop@btinternet.com
Pat Woodruffe Annual Residential Trip 01794 884436 pmw.bentley@waitrose.com

In this issue
We start with accounts of four meetings
that I missed out of last summer’s issue.
These include Jenny Bennett’s marvellous
workshop on composite plants (yes, the
Asteraceae) on Martin Down.  Apologies
to those who led, went on, wrote the
accounts, or hoped to see news of these
meetings in the summer newsletter.

As in previous years, the autumn included
a fungus foray in Bentley Wood, and this
was followed by several winter walks,
sometimes followed by a pub lunch..
Most, but not all, escaped the riotous
winter weather; sadly, our visit to
Peppercombe Wood at Urchfont was
cancelled for a second year running.
After a walk round the Woodford Valley,
Sharon Pilkington gave a  well-attended
talk at the Wildlife Trust’s Langford
Lakes centre, concentrating on the Atlas
Update Project and identification issues
caused by changes in taxonomy.

Sharon’s annual “State of the County”
report on vascular plants and  report on
bryophytes in VC 7 (North Wilts) are also
included, as is John Presland’s  item on
other publications, “Wiltshire Botany
Elsewhere”.

We finish with tributes to two veteran
botanists, now sadly lost to us, Eileen
Rollo and Jane Hammond.

Richard Aisbitt

http://www.wiltsbotsoc.co.uk
http://www.wiltsbotsoc.co.uk
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4 August 2013

Shaw Forest Park
Leader: Richard Aisbitt

This outing was billed as “Urban
Botany”, but ended up in the spaces
between built up areas.  We met at
Richard’s house for coffee and cakes
before driving out to what used to be
Shaw landfill site in west Swindon.  It
has now been landscaped and capped
with topsoil and is a large green area
open to walkers and cyclists.

We started on the edge of planted
woodland, mostly of Italian Alder
(Alnus cordata) with its shiny, green,
heart-shaped leaves and egg-shaped
green cones.  We found a mixture of
surprises – Betony (Betonica
officinalis), Wild Strawberry
(Fragaria vesca), Hoary Ragwort
(Senecio erucifolius) and Tall Melilot
(Melilotus altissimus) among others.

Another damper patch had Bulrush
(Typha latifolia), Hard and Soft Rush
(Juncus inflexus and J. effusus) and
Grey Club-rush (Schoenoplectus
tabernaemontani), all “rushes”, but
from three different botanical groups.
A limited range of species seemed to
be taking their opportunities on un-
occupied ground.  Bristly Oxtongue
(now Helminthotheca echioides rather
than Picris echioides) and Coltsfoot
Tussilago farfara were particularly
widespread.  Our more usual
Common Birdsfoot Trefoil (Lotus
corniculatus) was replaced by the
unfamiliar but equally pretty
Narrow-leaved Birdsfoot Trefoil
(Lotus tenuis) with its smaller
clusters of yellow pea flowers.

The old canal, stream sides and a
large but shrinking pond had familiar
wetland plants – Common Reed
(Phragmites australis), Reed
Canary-grass (Phalaris
arundinacea), Reed Sweet-grass
(Glyceria maxima), Greater Pond-
sedge (Carex riparia) and, of course,
more Bulrush.  Water Plantain
(Alisma plantago-aquatica), Purple-
loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) and a
few other sedges (Carex hirsuta, C.
otrubae, C. spicata) also featured.

Increasing rain, not forecast, drove us
back to the cars, but we had an
interesting day seeing a new site only
half settled into ecological balance.
We ended with a tally of 176 species.

Richard Aisbitt

Examples of Jenny Bennett’s handouts on Asteraceae - see page 3

http://www.wiltsbotsoc.co.uk
http://www.wiltsbotsoc.co.uk
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Sunday 11 August 2013

Martin Down
NNR: Workshop
on Composites
Leader: Jenny Bennett

Looking out of the front door, the
weather did not look promising:
drizzle and grey cloud.  But by just
after 9 a.m. there was some
improvement and it was time to set
out.  A pleasant drive across the
Forest and up the Allen River valley
set off the day perfectly.  Jenny
Bennett and a few others were already
in the car park and by 10 o’clock we
numbered 17 in all – and the weather
was getting better!

Jenny started with a briefing on the
Composite (Asteraceae) family –
characterised by small flowers in
dense heads.  The excellent laminated
hand-outs provided by Jenny showed
three main groups: ‘thistle flowers’
where all the florets are tubular;
‘dandelion flowers’ where all the
florets are ligulate (i.e. with a tongue-
like petal); and ‘daisy flowers’
consisting of ligulate ray florets and a
disc of tubular florets.  After
examining some material of the
‘here’s one I picked earlier’ type, we
set off for a pleasant stroll across the
extensive calcareous grassland.

Much of the day was spent on
examining the less obvious parts of
plants and their use in identification,
concentrating on dandelion lookalikes
and later thistles.  The presence or
absence of a pappus and whether the
hairs were feathery or simple was
fascinating, the latter being important
in differentiating Cirsium (feathered)
and Carduus (simple) thistles.
Whether the achenes are beaked or
not and whether they are flattened or
not are also useful for identification.
The nature of the phyllaries
(involucral bracts) and the forking or
not of leaf hairs were also examined.
Forked hairs on the leaves indicate a
species of Leontodon.  It was also
noted that care needs to be taken so
not to confuse Autumn Hawkbit
(Scorzoneroides autumnalis) and

Smooth Cat’s-ear (Hypochaeris
glabra).

Ragworts were also examined and the
Hoary Ragwort (Senecio erucifolius)
separated from the Common Ragwort
(S. jacobaea) by leaf shape and
texture (Hoary more pointed with
rolled-back margins and a covering of
down, especially on the undersides).
Hoary is characteristic of calcareous
soils.  Scentless Mayweed
(Tripleurospermum inodorum) and
Stinking Chamomile (Anthemis
cotula) were contrasted and the
circular black spots (oil glands) on the
achenes of Scentless Mayweed
pointed out as a useful ID tip, the
spots making the achene look like an
owl!  The size of the capitulum was
discussed in telling apart Common
Knapweed (Centaurea nigra) and the
newly-recognised Chalk Knapweed
(C. debeauxii) whereas leaf type can
be used to tell these species from
Greater Knapweed (C. scabiosa).
The characteristics and taxonomic
status of the Burdocks (Greater ,
Lesser and Wood – Arctium lappa,
minus and nemorosa) drew a number
of comments, the consensus being
that it may be better not to recognise
the latter as a separate species as it
forms a continuum with Lesser
Burdock.

Lunch was taken facing Bokerley
Ditch, trying to avoid the ‘picnic
thistle’ (Cirsium acaule) and the

Carline Thistles (Carlina vulgaris)
but at the same time admiring the
Bastard Toadflax (Thesium
humifusum) and Clouded Yellow and
Chalk-hill Blue butterflies.  Other
butterflies seen during the day
included Dark Green Fritillary, Small
Tortoiseshell, Meadow Brown,
Brimstone, Painted Lady, Green-
veined White and other Whites, Small
Copper and Gatekeeper.  After lunch,
the group meandered back to the car
park examining a variety of plants en
route and the finer points of their
identification.

A big ‘thank you’ is due to Jenny for
organising such an informative
workshop.

Dr Steve Jackson

Lunch spot -Richard
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Sunday 18 August 2013

Helen Browning's
Organic Farm at
Bishopstone
Leader: Tim Kaye

The group gathered on a warm sunny
morning on the ancient Ridgeway
near to Bishopstone in the
northeastern corner of Wiltshire close
to the Berkshire Downs.  Once
everyone had convened we drove on
in convoy to Starveall Farm, a site
which Tim Kaye had surveyed a few
years before through his work with
the Wiltshire Wildlife Trust, when he
discovered some important rare arable
plants.  However Tim was not
especially optimistic about this visit
having carried out a recent recce for
the walk which revealed that the most
productive field he had discovered
during his survey work had since
been reverted and was now sheep
pasture.  He was keen to play down
our expectations, particularly those of
us who had never before experienced
the delights of the rare arable plants
which are to be found on the chalk.

As is customary on such trips the visit
began in the 'car park', a farmyard
with a large mound of manure which
was covered in Common Orache
(Atriplex patula) and Red Goosefoot
(Chenopodium rubrum).  On
eventually venturing further than the
car park our attention was captured by
a fair amount of activity on the Lesser
Burdock (Actium minus).
Unsurprisingly there were numerous
Small White butterflies which are
abounding throughout the countryside
and everyone's gardens, in a season
certain to be remembered rapturously

as the 'summer of 2013'.  Green-
veined White's and a Straw Dot moth
were also attracted to this rich source
of nectar.

Tim led us into an alternative field
close to his original target in a hope
that this would prove to be
productive.  Along the tramlines in

the field margin were two arable
stalwarts the Field Pansy (Viola
Arvensis) and Fool's Parsley (Aethusa
cynapium).  We waded out into the
margins of the vast sea of Oats to
explore what grew amongst the
ripening crop.  The tall pink flowers
of Alsike Clover (Trifolium
hybridum), the clustered flowers of
the Red Bartsia (Odontites vernus)
and dried siliques of Charlock
(Sinapis arvensis) dominated.  Sonia
teased out some of the smooth round
seeds from the beaked Charlock pods,
which I later learned can be used to
make mustard, and offered them
round to the assembled group to
sample.  The fiery tasting seeds
elicited an assortment of reactions.
Returning to the field edge we were
shown, Pale Persicaria (Persicaria

lapathifolia), Lucerne (Medicago
sativa ssp. sativa), Swine-cress
(Coronopus squamatus), Scentless
Mayweed (Tripleurospermum
inodorum) and Common Stork's-bill
(Erodium cicutarium).  It’s incredible
to think now how familiar birds such
as Storks and Cranes must have been
to country folk in times gone by when
you consider how scarce these birds
are in Britain today!

When the group finally spotted one of
the target species for the day peaking
out from between the stems of the
Oats, Tim could finally breathe more
easily.  The Night-flowered Catchfly
(Silene noctiflora) was not a
spectacular sight (as you would
expect from a plant with diurnally
rolled up petals) but it was still a treat
to see this rare plant and experience

the sticky buds which give it its
name.  A few yards later we had the
pleasure of gazing down on the
purple beauty of the fancifully named
Venus's Looking-glass (Legousia
hybrida) with its amazing seeds
which supposedly resemble polished
brass mirrors.  Everyone was keen to

Eyes down - Pat Woodruffe

Night-flowered Catchfly - Pat

Venus’s Looking-glass - Pat

Venus’s Looking-glass - Pat

Night-flowered Catchfly - Pat
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capture a picture of the perfect but
diminutive mauve flowers which 'on
reflection' was a highlight of the day.
A beautiful if common Sun Spurge
(Euphorbia helioscopia) or 'Saturday
night's pepper' as it is apparently
known in Wiltshire (see Richard
Mabey's Flora Britannica for the
amusing explanation!) was the next
on the list before a Wiltshire
speciality, the Dwarf Spurge
(Euphorbia exigua) was located
nearby.  Following this very
successful morning my partner and I
had to depart before lunch but it was
later reported to me that the group
enjoyed a number of opportunities to
appreciate the Venus's Looking-glass
during the remainder of the walk.

Ben Cooke.

During lunch, sitting facing the crop,
we noticed some poppies with long
capsules among the Papaver rhoeas.
These turned out to be Yellow-juiced
Poppy, Papaver lecoqii, now
designated a separate species from the
Long-headed Poppy, Papaver
dubium.  Later, further along, we
found Papaver dubium as well.

Continuing round the field we saw
more Legousia hybrida, sometimes in
splendidly showy patches and in the
last corner of the field was a little
Veronica arvensis (Wall Speedwell).
By the track into the field was a
section of pure chalk-hill flora which
needed noting, while we were
serenaded by a large flock of
goldfinches in a nearby stand of
shrubby trees.  And so home.

Rosemary Duckett

26 August 2013

Fontmell Downs
Leader: Sonia Heywood

A visit to a marvellous area on a
marvellous day.  This nature reserve,
on National Trust land, is part-
managed by the Dorset Wildlife
Trust, and this chalk downland is
home to many special plants and

butterflies.  Unusually for us (but as
Rosemary quickly said, “It is on chalk
and late in the season”) we were not
distracted by car-park plants.  Further
onto the down we were surprised by
how much was still in flower on these
well-grazed slopes.  Our leader,
Sonia, said that grazing stopped about
six weeks ago and that this may

explain the richness and perhaps a
re-flowering.

Amongst many other plants the
following caught our attention:
Clinopodium vulgare (Wild Basil),
Pimpinella saxifraga (Burnet
Saxifrage), Gentianella amarella
(Autumn Gentian), Ulex gallii (I’m
pretty sure – Western Gorse),
Asperula cynanchica
(Squinancywort), Linum catharticum
(Fairy Flax), Succisa pratensis
(Devil’s-bit Scabious), Betonica
officinalis (Betony), Campanula
glomerata (Clustered Bellflower) and
Inula conyzae (Ploughman’s
Spikenard).

Sue spent some time explaining that
Centaurea nigra (Black Knapweed)
is now split into C. nigra proper and
Chalk Knapweed which is now a
distinct species Centaurea debeauxii.
Hey ho.

The star of the day and perhaps the
main plant reason for our visit was
Spiranthes spiralis (Autumn Lady's-
tresses) which we eventually
managed to find fully in flower,
though early in its season.

Flower-rich Headland - Pat

Parasitic Wasp - pupal cases - Pat

Flowers from arable field - Pat

Fontmell Down - Pat

Silver-spotted Skipper - Pat
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Apart from the plant glories of a
glorious day we were entertained by
many delightful butterflies including
the rare Silver-spotted Skippers
(twelve), Clouded Yellows, Chalkhill
and Common Blues, Brown Argus,
Speckled Wood and Brimstone.

We will pass over Pat’s magnetic
attraction to ticks.

David Pickering

Sunday 20 October 2013

Bentley Wood
Fungus Foray
Leader: Ailsa McKee
The meeting …

Thirty plus people from Friends of
Bentley Wood, Salisbury Natural
History Society and Wilts Botanical
Society met our four experts at Livery
Gate and we all drove to the north end

of the wood to foray in a little-
surveyed area of beech.

It was intermittently rather wet and
cold but we found a great variety of
fungi.  We had examples of almost
every genus in Roger Phillips'
Mushrooms and Toadstools book -
except Boletus oddly – but since we
were in the northeast of the wood on
chalk perhaps that's less good for
Boleti, or maybe it just wasn’t a good
Boletus season?

We all trooped to the Barn after a
couple of hours of carefully
supervised collecting and helped
transfer all manner of fungi onto the
waiting wallpaper-pasting table.
Within minutes this was filling with
huge, tiny, amethyst, brown, white,
canary yellow, waxy, slimy, smelly,
aniseedy, delicious, fatally poisonous
offerings with all of us crowded
around the table expectantly.  We
marvelled at the small, exquisite
Amethyst Deceiver and the slightly
awful Dead Man’s Fingers, the huge
Parasol Mushroom and the delicate
coral-like Yellow Stag's Horn, the
outrageous Stinkhorn and the unusual
Collared Earthstar.

The experts (James, Paul and
Malcolm along with Ailsa - our
Bentley Wood Advisory Committee
member) explained all the salient
features of various genera and were
very patient and enthusiastic.  Some
of the difficult specimens (like the
Russulas!) were taken away to be
further scrutinised with hand lenses,
spore-printed and tested with a range
of chemicals to get them to give up
their identity.  However, I had as
usual forgotten most of what I’d been
told by the time I reached home
sadly!  It just doesn't lodge in my
head for some reason.  Still, I
remembered some facts and tried to
keep hold of them by repeatedly
looking at the vast wealth of fungi
that were around in the autumn.  It
was a fabulous season, with a good
showing of some rarer fungi.  Just
have to keeping going on Fungus
Forays every year to get something to
sink in and stay!

Sue Walker

and details of the fungi …

On the main foray some eighty
different species were collected,
three species from  the genus
Amanita, described as containing
some of the most poisonous fungi,
and recognised by their typical
mushroom shape, often robust stature,
solid stalk with a bulbous base
surrounded by a small white sac or
volva, the latter often hidden in the
vegetation.  The most recognisable is
Fly Agaric, A. muscaria, which a few
members found, and also the
Snakeskin Grisette, A. ceciliae and
the Blusher, A. rubescens. We also
found several Clitocybe species; the
most common this year and in
previous years is Clitocybe nebularis,
Clouded Agaric and also Clitocybe
odora, the Aniseed Funnel, which has
an aniseed odour and greenish blue
cap.  With the aid of P. Budd a
Hampshire mycologist a yellow ochre
fungus was identified as the Birch
Webcap, Cortinarius triumphans, a
new species for me.  We also found
the False Chanterelle,
Hygrophoropsis aurantiaca under a
conifer.  This has gills unlike the true
Chanterelle, which has folds not gills,
but the orange colour is similar.  This
year a white Hygrophorus species has
been found in several woods.  It is
H. eburneus, the Ivory Woodwax,
which when fresh has a mucoid cap
and can resemble Oudemansiella
mucida, the Porcelain Fungus.  Both
are all white but the latter has a white
ring around the stalk which is absent
in the Hygrophorus eburneus.  Both
were among those collected in
Bentley Wood this year.  Parasol
fungi have also been observed this
season, and we noted both the
common and shaggy parasols,
Macrolepiota procera and M.
rhacodes on this main foray. The
sycamore coppice only contained
several Inocybe geophylla, the White
Fibrecaps and Xylaria longipes, Dead
Moll's fingers.  The latter was found
on dead sycamore wood, which is its
preferred host, and the finger-like
black fungus is longer and more
slender than the more common
Xylaria polymorpha, Dead Man’s
Fingers.

Ailsa McKee

Autumn Lady's-tresses - Pat
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Sunday 10 November 2013,
morning

Stock Wood
Leaders: Paul Darby and Jane
Brown, with owners Diana &
Norman Matthews

The sun shone as eleven or so people
gathered to meet the owners of this
wood near the village of
Hullavington.  We travelled across
the old airfield for direct access into
the wood.  Stock Wood   comprises
about 15 hectares of ancient semi-
natural woodland, and is recognised
as a Wildlife Site.  The structure is
coppice with standards, hazel & ash
with mainly an oak canopy.  The
underlying geology is Cornbrash and
Forest Marble clay, giving rise to
soils tending towards alkaline.  This is
reflected in some of the flora that we
noted.

Despite the time of year, we recorded
more than 80 plant species including
woodruffe (Galium odoratum), water

avens (Geum rivale) barren
strawberry (Potentilla sterilis) and
wood spurge (Euphorbia
amygdaloides). Sharon found a
scarce epiphytic moss Platygyrium
repens which seems to be spreading
in north Wiltshire and is a new 10km
square record.  Ailsa also recorded a
number of fungi.  Sharon also found
new VC record in the pond ... red
duckweed (Lemna turionifera), an
introduced species that most of us had
never seen before!

The delightful owners, who are very
interested in the wildlife in their
wood, have also seen greater butterfly
orchid, orpine, and herb paris.  We
plan another whole day visit next
May!

Paul Darby

Jane and others - Paul Darby
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Sunday 1 December 2013

Woodford Valley
Winter Walk
Leaders: Paul Darby and Jane
Brown

On 1st December, a dozen or so
enthusiasts met in the car park of The
Wheatsheaf in Lower Woodford.

Before setting off, we ordered food at
the pub for our return.

After a short distance of road, the
walk took us down the drive of Little
Durnford Manor, lined with an
impressive avenue of trees, including
Poplar and London Plane.  We

reached a small bridge where we
remarked on the fact that the ditch on
one side of the bridge was stuffed
with Common Reed, while on the
other side was Common Watercress.

We paused on the bridge across the
across the River Avon, to admire the
flow, and to enjoy a game of Pooh-
sticks.

At a distance we could make out
small amounts of Common Club-rush.

Further on we saw a wire sculpture of
a camel lying in a field, and two or
three of the real animal, along with a
South American variety of cameloid,
possibly vicuna or small alpaca.

We climbed gently through the trees
along an easy track, then across
arable fields.  The spire of Salisbury
Cathedral was visible as we reached
the high ground.

A flock of mixed finches flew past as
we turned north past a thatched
cottage.

Some botanising started along the
edge of the arable, testing our
vegetative skills, though there were a
few flowers to be seen.

A few of the plants on show were
Field Madder, Dwarf Spurge, Musk
Thistle, Dove's-foot Crane's-bill and
Field Pansy.

Our descent led us back across the
river, where we watched the diving
antics of a Little Grebe.

Along the road near a telephone box
we found several plants of Pale
Toadflax, which had naturalised, and
was still in flower!

As we returned to the Wheatsheaf, we
were ready for refreshments, and
enjoyed warm food and company to
complete the winter morning.

Jane Brown

Avon Bridge -Richard

Small Toadflax - Paul Darby Cameloids, 0-2 humps: one animal welded from horseshoes - Paul Darby
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Langford Lakes WWT Centre
1st December 2013, afternoon

BSBI Plant Atlas
and Plant Species
Updates
A talk by Sharon Pilkington

Twenty people gathered to listen to
Sharon update us on how the Atlas
was proceeding and to advise us on
whether there was more we could
discover or think about whilst out
botanising.

Sharon commenced with a brief
resume of the purpose and procedures
of the BSBI Atlas toward its likely
publish date of 2025, the recording
years being 2011-2019 inclusive.
Previous atlases were published in
2001 and 1962.

So far a little over half (23) of the 10k
grid squares that cover Wiltshire have
been taken and managed by
‘Guardians’ however recording in the
north of the County is a little thin but
improving.  We were shown a graph
of record density 2010-2011 and aside
from one obvious tetradder in the
Salisbury area the mapped looked
bleak of records elsewhere.  Move on
to November 2013 however and the
map is now a rash of dots but with
plenty of more work to complete.
Five areas looked particularly thin
and if not adopted will have to be
included on ‘square-bashing’
attempts, e.g. through WBS Diary
Trips.  The areas at or around
Sherston, Collingbourne Wood,
Ludgershall, Tisbury and Cotswold
Water park all need adopters.

Sometimes when we botanise sites
regularly, plants become familiar and
we don’t necessarily think to delve
deeper however in the light of
taxonomy updates i.e. in Stace, New
Flora of the British Isles 3rd ed. We
may need to look again as many new
plants have been added because once
familiar species have now been split.
Sharon then produced some slides to
introduce us to the new taxa.

That once familiar Annual Pearlwort,
Sagina apetala has been split into
Annual Pearlwort, S. apetala and
Slender Pearlwort, S. filicaulis with
S. apetala being the less common.  It
is important that we pick up these
changes up now as presently our
records indicate nearly all species to
be of the commoner version and this
may well be inaccurate.  Both
S. apetala and S. filicaulis have bristle
tipped leaves but in fruit they differ in
sepal shape. S.a. has erect pointy
sepals with white margins that hug
the flower/fruit whilst in S.f. they are
laid open with margins often red.

Common or Black Knapweed,
Centaurea nigra occurs in two forms,
a ‘standard’ and ‘rayed’ versions.
Note: the rayed form has been called
Chalk Knapweed or C. debeauxii by
many but this is in error and is in fact
two separate species. C. nigra has a
large rounded capitulum of 12mm+
with disc shaped scales whilst
C.  debeauxii has a less rounded
perhaps flask shaped capitulum,
10mm or less with narrow pointy
scales.  In addition, where the stem
meets the capitulum in C. nigra it
tends to widen, whereas in C.
debeauxii it remains the same
thickness.

Knotgrass, Polygonum aviculare.  We
all record this don’t we, but how
many of us actually check to see if we
are missing Equal-leaved Knotgrass,
P. arenastrum?  It is actually quite
common but hugely under recorded.
The differences in leaf association are
well documented in field guides but
the best time to separate is when the
plant is in flower or fruit.  In
P. aviculare under a strong lens, the
perianth is split over half its length
whereas in P. arenastrum it is split
less than half way.  The better option
is the cross-section of the achenes.  In
P. aviculare the achene is 3-pointed
star with concave sides however in P.
arenastrum the cross-section reveals
two convex and one concave sides.

Redshank, Persicaria maculosa and
Pale Persicaria, P. lapathifolia should
be readily separated if we trust our
eyes and field guides however
reliance on a few swollen glands for

P. lap. only should not be relied on
for they do occur occasionally on
P. mac. as well.  The best guide is the
papery sheaf or ochrea at stem
branches.  In P. maculosa it has long
fine hairs but in P. lapathifolia the
hairs are either absent or are very
short.

Another tricky couple is Tall Melilot,
Melilotus altissimus and Ribbed
Melilot, M. officinalis.  Tall Melilot is
very common in Wiltshire on
disturbed calcareous grassland
whereas Ribbed Melilot tends to be a
plant of wasteland, industrial and
disturbed habitats.  However a quick
look at the flowers, but particularly
the fruit, will sort these easily.
M.  altissimus, petals all equal in
length; fruit, black when ripe, netted
and hairy. M. officinalis, petals
unequal in length; fruit, brown when
ripe, wrinkled or striated and hairless.

Toad Rush, Juncus bufonius is
common throughout the Country in
damp habitats but in the south and
west it is joined by another similar
species, Leafy rush, J. foliosus which
we may well be missing and so worth
checking next time we walk through a
muddy gateway. J. bufonius, stems
procumbent to erect; tepals, with a
green nerve and white outers; seeds,
reticulate (netted). J. foliosus, habit
erect, tepals with two dark lines either
side of nerve; seeds with longitudinal
ridges.

Parsley-piert, Aphanes arvensis
occurs reasonably regularly on chalk
throughout Wiltshire but when on
sandy or in acid areas we were
reminded to look out for Slender
Parsley-piert, A. australis.  The
differences to look for are A. arvensis
has stipule teeth that when opened out
look like equilateral triangles and the
sepals appear leaf-like whereas A.
australis the stipule teeth are very
long and the sepals converge, upright
and closed.

We were also asked to look at Blue
and Pink Water-speedwells.
Sometimes mauve plants can appear
and these may well be the hybrid of
the two, Veronica x lackschewitzii.  It
has hybrid vigour and has far more
flowers per raceme but the plant is
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11 January 2014

Edington and
Salisbury Plain
Wiltshire Botanical Society walk
led by Sonia Haywood.

Eighteen of us met in the car park of
the Three Daggers pub and set out on
a glorious sunny clear day.  After
stopping the Edington churchyard to
view a surprising a naked man carved
in the stone high up on the church
eaves, we climbed up a hollow way
leading to the plateau of the Plain.
There was Soft Shield Fern on the
banks with both Soft and Hard Shield
on a similar track later on our way
down.  After climbing 100 metres
altitude, we had a spectacular view of
Bratton nestling in a wooded hollow.
Most plants were
lying low but we
saw the remains of
Black and Greater
Knapweed, with
Nipplewort and
ragged Robin in
flower, and Ivy in
fruit.  We returned
to soup and chunky
sandwiches at the
Three Daggers, also
enjoying the beer
brewed next door at
the Three Daggers
brewery.

Thanks to Sonia for arranging the
walk, the weather and the satisfying
meal.

Richard Aisbitt

sterile and so no capsules with seed in
and a check in September will see
they have been aborted.

Lastly, check your duckweeds!  There
is more than one Lemma to look out
for including Fat Duckweed, L. gibba,
leaf obovate with large lens like
structure below.  Common
Duckweed, L. minor, leaf more
rounded but is slightly wider at
middle, has a single long root with no
swollen cells below.  Least
Duckweed, L. minuta, like the name
is teeny with small one veined leaf
with pale or translucent opaque
margins.  Red Duckweed, L.
turionifera often appears purplish
with leaf having a line of papules or
bubbles on the upper surface.

Final note: wherever you are in
Wiltshire then please record any
plants you see.  No record is
insignificant.

Martin Buckland

Edington Church -Richard

The reclining man

Bratton, nestling under the edge of the plain -Richard

Top of the hollow way -Richard

A nourishing (but blurry) lunch - Richard
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Stella Ross-Craig, Parnassia
palustris and Verbascum thapsus
John Presland BSBI News 92, 2003,
p 34

While checking on his knowledge of
Verbascum species, the author found that,
in her wonderful series of drawings of
British plants, Stella Ross-Craig had also
drawn the stamens of Verbascum thapsus
(Great Mullein) wrongly. The photograph
above shows that, as described in Stace ‘s
1999 field flora, the anthers of the three
upper stamens are kidney-shaped and
placed transversely on the top of the
filaments, whereas the two lower stamens
have anthers placed obliquely or more or
less longitudinally on the filaments and
often more or less decurrent on them.
They are also more cylindrical than
kidney-shaped. The rough drawings
below illustrate the two forms. Ross-
Craig (1966) shows all five stamens
kidney-shaped and transverse.

Reference

Ross-Craig, 5. 1966. Drawings of British
Plants Part XXII: Scrophulariaceae (1),
Plate 1. G. Bell and Sons, London.

Look out for fungi. John
Presland, reproduced in
entirety from “Winsley
Weaver”, November 2012

Autumn is the season for fungi -
or, rather, for looking at fungi.
Fungi are there all the time in
the form of a mass of narrow
threads growing though the soil
or inside a plant it is
parasitising. What you see are
the fruit bodies, which produce
the spores which blow away and
produce new fungi. As you walk
about the village, you are most
likely to see them on lawns,
where most of them nourish the
grass rather than do harm.
Others appear on dead wood,
and are nature’s way of making
the wood decay so that it returns
to the soil. Some grow on living
trees and kill them. Some are
poisonous, and provide a means
of teaching children sensible behaviour
i.e. “don’t eat them”. Some, however, are
recommended for eating, like the purplish
coloured Wood Blewits which I have
seen on a couple of Winsley lawns - but
you need to be sure what it is. You may
just find a rare species, as I did at Hartley
Farm in late October. It was growing in a
ring round a Birch sapling in the parkland
beside the long drive to the farm shop. If
you break it, if comes apart easily and is
likely to crumble and the damaged
surface exudes white milk. This means it
is a Milk Cap, belonging to the genus
Lactarius. This particular one was
Lactarius acerrimus, shown in the
photos, which has previously been
recorded only three times in the whole of

Wiltshire. It can be recognised by the
milk remaining white as it dries and
tasting very acrid (a tiny bit on the end of
the tongue is enough), its asymmetrical
cap, a short stem (called a stipe) and the
gills which radiate from the stipe on the
underside of the cap dividing into two
near the base and often joining up with
each other in a contorted way. It’s gone
now, but could well come back next
autumn. It does no harm and it helps the
tree absorb nourishment from the ground,
so please be kind to it.

John Presland

Great Mullein flower - John Presland

Lactarius acerrimus- John Presland

Lactarius acerrimus- John Presland

Wiltshire Botany Elsewhere
More sites for Ophrys apifera var.
belgarum John Presland BSBI
News 90, 2002 pp 13-14

A new variant of  Ophrys apifera in
Britain - var. belgarum - had been
described in 2001 and the author then
realsed that it had been found in
Wiltshire - by John Tucker in limestone
grassland near Corsham in 1986 and by
himself on an unimproved lawn at
Winsley in 1989.
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good key to British Duckweeds can
be found in the June 2012 issue of
British Wildlife (Vol. 23, No. 5).

BSBI Atlas Updating Project

This project gathered momentum in
2013, with approximately 30000
Wiltshire records collected and
submitted to the BSBI by year end by
recorders (Hectad Angels). Three
supporting training workshops were
very well attended, with very positive
feedback from participants.

In July, a grass identification
workshop at Bratton Camp,
Westbury, coincided with the
beginning of the July heatwave.
Despite this, about 25 people turned
out in the searing temperatures to
learn about field identification
characters of grasses of chalk and
neutral grassland, arable and wayside.
I may repeat the workshop in 2015 for
those who were unable to attend first
time round or who would like a
refresher. On a cooler day, Jenny
Bennett led a super workshop at
Martin Down to teach the differences
between dandelion and daisy
lookalikes. This site was a super spot
to look at a wide range of common
Wiltshire species and for
completeness she collected others
found in different habitats to show
round.

Finally, an indoor talk at Langford
Lakes in December focused on a suite
of plants that may be easily confused,
or overlooked. Some of these were,
like C. debeauxii, previously
subsumed in other species. Others,
like Fat Duckweed Lemna gibba, we
have certainly been overlooking.

A dedicated recording day was held
at Webbs Wood, near Brinkworth in
July. This hectad (SU08) has no
Hectad Angel as yet and this area
promised the kind of varied geology
that often supports a varied flora.
Despite unpromising weather, we
were not disappointed, finding plants
of acid grassland, unimproved neutral
grassland and woodland, some of
which, like Pale Sedge Carex
pallescens and Narrow Bucker-fern
Dryopteris carthusiana are always a
joy to encounter. This kind of
recording meeting appeals to a certain
type of WBS member but it is a very
good way of generating records for an
under-recorded area.

People News

Whilst out recording along the A30 at
Thorny Down in July, Anne
Appleyard came across a dried up
specimen of a grass she recognised
from coastal habitats but had never
seen in Wiltshire. Though very
shrivelled up, it was easily confirmed

Demystifying confusing composites at Martin Down

Vascular Plants of
Wiltshire
Activities and highlights in
2013
Species News

Of species recorded new to the county
in 2013, two stand out. The first,
Chalk Knapweed, Centaurea
debeauxii has been here a very long
time but has only recently been given
species status. Until 2010,
C.  debeauxii was regarded as a
subspecies of our Common
Knapweed C. nigra. The import of
this, for many of us, didn’t sink in
until Jenny Bennett’s excellent
‘confusing composites’ workshop at
Martin Down NNR in August, where
most plants we examined seemed to
be this new species. It appears to be
relatively widely distributed on old,
species-rich chalk grassland;
flowering knapweed plants with a
narrow capitulum (cylindrical
structure below the ‘petals’) should be
examined closely. The differences are
nicely explained in Stace’s 3rd edition
of the New Flora of the British Isles.

In grand style, Red Duckweed
Lemna turionifera was first reported
from Wiltshire, from Capability
Brown’s Garden Lake at Stourhead in
September. Lemna turionifera was
first collected from Britain in 2007
but it is not clear whether it is an
overlooked native or a recent colonist.
It is typical of standing or very slow-
flowing water in normally calcareous
and eutrophic ditches and pools and
candidate plants can be picked out
from a distance by their slightly
‘dirty’, purplish appearance. A very

Red Duckweed Lemna turionifera
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as Sea Fern-grass Catapodium
marinum, new to Wiltshire and the
latest species to be added to the
halophyte (salt-loving) flora of our
salted trunk roads. There was
considerable media interest in the
discovery, with coverage reaching as
far as the Daily Mail and The Times.
Anne very gamely went along with
the media circus, even taking her life
in her hands by posing for photos by
the roadside where she found it.
Predictably the journalists managed to
garble the facts of the find, but even
so it was great publicity for botanical
recording in Wiltshire.

More sadly, Eileen Rollo, a long-time
stalwart of the Wiltshire Botanical
Society, passed away unexpectedly in
November. Eileen had been a very
active member for many years and
spent a lot of time recording on the
Bulford Ranges of Salisbury Plain
and in the east of the county, close to
where she lived. She was always very
keen to participate in WBS and BSBI
surveys, such as the BSBI Threatened
Plants Project and was highly
respected for her extensive
knowledge of plants of the area and
for her forthright views.

Sharon Pilkington, February 2014
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Bryophytes in
North Wiltshire
(VC7)
Activities and highlights in
2013
New VC records
The only addition to the bryophyte
flora of North Wiltshire in 2013
was not entirely unexpected.
Bryoerythrophyllum
ferruginascens is a diminutive
ground-dwelling moss that is
typical of damp, gravelly ground
in rainy upland districts. However
it seems to be a species on the
move and has been increasingly
turning up in lowland places in
western counties. Unless you
know what you’re looking for it
would be very easy to overlook
this little moss, which is typically
less than 5mm high, with opaque
green upper leaves and rusty red
lower leaves. Fortunately, it
usually has an abundance of tiny,
bright red club-shaped rhizoidal
gemmae which can be seen in the
soil below the plant.
A patch of B. ferruginascens was
found at the edge of a forestry
track in Chisbury Wood, during a
search for a liverwort,
Fossombronia mittenii (formerly

F. crozalsii) last recorded in the
wood in 1976. This also happens
to be the last sighting of the plant
anywhere in Britain and although
it has been searched for on many
occasions since, it is almost
certainly extinct.

Other notable species
Another liverwort - Riccia
subifurca - was last recorded in
VC7 in Chisbury Wood in 1972.
Like the Fossombronia, there
seems no suitable habitat for this
species any more in the wood, but

in October visiting bryologist Tom
Ottley found a population in
nearby Cobham Frith.
Careful inspection of roof tiles in
Lacock in July revealed a small
population of the Cotswold
specialist Grimmia tergestina.
Peter Martin has been recording
populations of this moss from the
Jurassic oolite of Gloucestershire
and has also found it at a few sites
near Chippenham, such as Castle
Combe. It appears to like to grow
on old roof tiles made from Bath
stone and when abundant, forms
quite distinctive bristly blackish
tufts. The Lacock population
currently represents the most
southerly British population.
Sharon Pilkington, February 2014

Bryoerythrophyllum ferruginascens

Riccia subbifurca
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Eileen Rollo
There is a paragraph on Eileen’s
activities with the WBS at the end of
Sharon’s annual report.  I include
with thanks the following account
from Gerald Shepherd, which adds
much more detail about her other
activities

Eileen became part of the Wiltshire
Wildlife Conservation Volunteers in
the late eighties and immediately
become one of the group’s most
active members.  She attended the
majority of the tasks in the southern
part of the county and often also
found her way up to the north:
working at reserves like Ravensroost
Wood and Clouts Wood.  She was
equally happy clinging to impossibly
steep downland sawing blackthorn
and hawthorn as she was clearing
mountains of coppiced material.  This
would be miraculously changed into
meticulous windrows – she was
probably the queen of dead hedging,
far tidier than the rest of us: who she
benignly supervised.

As well as working weekends during
the main conservation seasons, Eileen
was very active in John Rayner's
spring and summer mid-week group;
tackling everything from the dreaded
ragwort pulling at Middleton Down to
summer ride and path clearing at
reserves such as Blackmoor Copse
and Jones's Mill (the latter with its
battalions of horse flies with
seemingly their only objective in life
to bite as many people as possible).

Eileen was a member of the local
Wiltshire Wildlife Trust group too,
attending many of its meetings and
events.  She also participated in the
main Trust activities, including
helping with the annual Sarsen Trail,
where typically she did the early shift
at the Avebury car park so that she
could later walk at least half of the
route.

Apart from the Trust, Eileen was
heavily involved with the MOD
sponsored botanical and
archaeological groups.  She
participated in most of the botanical
field trips as well the associated

conservation tasks such as the annual
scrub clearing on Sidbury Hill Fort –
where the soldiers had the unhappy
knack of digging slit trenches in the
most archaeologically inappropriate
spots, to the great consternation of all
concerned.

Although fascinated by all aspects of
natural history, botany was Eileen's
principal interest and she was a
member of local botanical groups and
often took part in the botanical
recording trips organised by Audrey
Summers.  She was involved with the
recording for the Wiltshire Flora
edited by Beatrice Gillam.

Eileen was a member of the Wiltshire
Archaeological and Natural History
Society, regularly helping out at their
museum in Devizes as well as taking
part in their trips and lectures.  She
was also a regular volunteer at the
Salisbury and South Wiltshire
Museum.

When Eileen moved from
Collingbourne Ducis to Andover she
immediately joined the Hampshire
and Isle Of Wight Wildlife Trust,
making many friends among the local
group members and attending some of
their meetings as well as participating
in organised trips throughout the
county.  I cannot remember if she did
any active conservation work in
Hampshire; she certainly did not
desert the WWCV, still attending
many of the tasks in the south of the
County until her deteriorating health
made it impossible for her to
continue.

Eileen also began to attend meetings
and lectures at Andover Museum and
Museum Of The Iron Age (the latter
rekindling her interest in
archaeology) after her
move to Hampshire.
Some of these were
organised by the museum
itself and others under the
aegis of the WEA.
During this time she was
a frequent visitor to
Andover Library, not
only to obtain books but
to make use of the
computer – although she
didn't really master the

technology, even when she eventually
bought a laptop of her own.

Eileen was perpetually curious and
interested in everything and everyone
around her.  She continued to go on
organised trips and attend lectures on
a bewildering range of subjects until
just before her death.  She was caring,
friendly, generous and entertaining
and will be profoundly missed by her
very many friends.

Gerald Shepherd

Jane Hammond
Jane was part of the team that
undertook the extensive survey for
the last flora of Wiltshire.  Sadly she
died in November 2013 after a short
but trying final illness.  Jane had
worked on farms in various parts of
the UK since her youth, this after
reading classics at Oxford, finally
settling in the South West Wiltshire.
Here, after a year after working on
the farms of others, she bought her
own small farm in East Knoyle in
1957.  Later she married a
neighbouring widowed farmer and
combined their lives, farms and
families.  Jane had wide natural
history interests, including butterflies,
birds and botany, and attending
meetings of local groups, including
our own.  Her last appearance was on
the one I led in East Knoyle a couple
of years ago, which was close to the
cottage to which she had finally
moved.

David Pickering

Eileen on High Clear Down - Richard


